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Many gront writers ho.ve triod
to answer the queetlon whether
1nmg1nat1ve literature can be
Catholic. Ca.rdina,1 ~1ev1m9.n, Leon
Bloy, end Andre Gide leaned to
the bellof that it could not; ;.,•.
Jacques Marj.tain, interproting
st. Thomas, believes that it cnn.
Certainly tho imagination of a
Catholic will be profoundly affected by his rel1e1on, but the
manner in which it will bo affected 1s not easy to predict.*

'°Donat O'Donnell, "Prefe.ee,n Marin Cross (New Yorl::
Oxford University Preas, 1952), p. v11.
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CHAPTER I
THE QUESTION OF MORALITY

A Basic Problem £!. !!:!!. ...c...a.-th;;.;o;;,;l;;.;;;1;;.;;.c novelist
The man who believes in heaven and hell, who assumes
the reality of salvation and damnation, is doubtless a man
spiritually preoccupied with the state

or

h1a own soul.

Given oerta1n tendencies toward good (what he considers
mora'l) and apparent propens1 ties toward evil (what he considers immoral), he is concerned, often alarmed, about the
nature of warfare within himself.
are f'undamental.

Eschatologioal problems

For h1m, ultimate salvation 1s the upper-

most reality of existence.

The problem ot salvation in fiction, as viewed by
catholic theologians and critics, does not lend itself to

many interpretations.

Catholic wri·ters who attempt to probe

and analyze this problem in imaginative worka are naturally
aware ot these critical perspectives and may therefore feel
restricted by the laws of objective morality o.nd a e1gn1ticant body of Catholic dogma, a problem peculiar to writers
of their faith.

Alao serious and equally baaic for the Catholic novelist is the question or interpretation put upon his

writ~

ings by others, both those 111th1n and without Catholicism.
Thia difficulty can arise because, as a Catholic, he may be
l

!

2

understandably but mistakenly regarded by his audience as a
spokesman for his Church.

Graham Greene has comm.entedr

I would claim not to be a writer ot Catholic novels,
but a writer who in tour or five books took characters
with Catholic ideas tor his material. Nonetheless for
years • particularly after The Heart of the Matter • I
round myself? ~ic] hunted O'Ypeople wno'"'Wanted help with
spiritual problems that I was incapable of giving. Not a
rew ot these were priests themselves.1
•

Laymen, of course, not charged with and customarily not encouraged to carry out the reaponeibil1ty of promulgating dogma,
seldom have to do with drafting Catholic moral theology.

The

question, therefore, is a delicate one, and is one which ie
unique to the writer who 1s Catholic. ·
It 1s natural that the noveliet should want to reach as
wide an audience as possible.

The Catholic novelist, more-

over, encounters a sign1t1cant challenge when he endeavors
to make bis work universally appealing, while simultaneously
he seeks to create situations reflecting reality without emphasizing or forcing a pointedly Catholic perspective.

He

may not desire, indeed he may eschew, the possibility ot causing his readers to be continually aware that he views all situations dealing with moral issues in the light
morality.

or

Oathol1c

Therefore, the Catholic writer is burdened not only

with problems usually associated w1th his profession but 1n
addition with the exceptional problem of maintaining artistic
integrity within the subjective limitations ot hie faith.
Important to any understanding of the question ot &al•
vation 1a that the morality, the state of grace, and the

laraham Groene, ,!!l Searoh ,g!,! Character (New York,
1962)• PP• 13-14.

~-
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ultimate salvation or damnation of a soul are conditions and
effects determined in a man-God relationship, intrinsically
intimate in nature.

Nevertheless, while man, erring and awk•

ward, seeks to comply with the will of God according to h1a
ability to comprehend it, he often labors under otroumstances
and with faculties which may not be compatible with or conducive to spirituality.

The individual, possessing a conscience

and a unique combination of characteristics, 1s an entity

created by God• yes,

but he 1s turther a creature conditioned

and disposed largely by the accidents

or

environment, hie in-

tellectual capacities, his tendencies toward good and evil,
ad . infinitum.
.

Only a minority

or

philosophers will be found

(!.•.S• the Pelagian and Manichaean) who will suggest that

sap1ens is committed totally to good or evil.

h2!!2.

Rather, the

individual soul, most philosophers and theologians ar.ree, grows
and matures as it experiences more ot good and evil and the
myriad of states in between.

A man may have a capacity tor

good, but his memberah1p in a fallen raoe is a qualification

against a purity ot nature.

Conversely, a man may possess a

capacity tor evil, not wholly hia own reepone1bil1ty.

The

loss ot innoconce, perhaps unfortunate but inevitable in a
:fully developed hwnan existence, may be considered the pri-

mary and necessary experience with evil.

Thus, fundamentally, the problem of salvation is tirst,
and most important, the problem

or

the individual.

Whether

he gains a victory over evil or whether finally he succumbs
to it, his ultimate judgment by God is the culmination or
effect of dec1e1one which the individual has made on tho

4

criteria of subjective morality or, at least, on subjective
comprehension ot explicit moral law, because the individual,
equipped difter6ntly from all others in all aspects

or

sonal1 ty, reacts to hJ:.! problems within the limitations

per-

or

hie own capacities and the development of his own potential.

The novelist, therefore, Catholic or not, who 1s treating of
this eschatological problem, deals with the individual and
must resolve that problem in relation to the fictional character who represents reality in the novel.
Definitions !)!_ Objectiv~ !!ll! SubJeotive Moralitz2

Man7 catholic theologians have rendered definitions or
morality and interpretations of these various definitions.
Naturally, auch analyses and explications are rendered in
terms of human acta, since morality presupposes the possession of a reasoning faculty, not attributed to any other

animal.

Little disagreement

~11

be encountered about the

meaning of the teiwm "morality," that which is •tho rightness
or wrongness

[or an aot], its good or its evil. it~ suit-

ability to praieo or blrune, to merit or punishment."3

There

may. however, be extensive disagreement about that whieh

causes ma.n overtly to commit an act, good or evil. and of how

to judge or interpret the nature of a :man•a acts.
2net1n1t1ons and explanations of moral1tI are neoeaaar11y to be trom two points of v1ow throughout th a theaise
morality and dogma ot Catholicism are essential to the develop.
ment of th1a argument, and Mr. Greene•s poraonal interpretations, Catholic but often not orthodox, are tundamental.
3walter Farrell, o.P., S.T.M. and. Martin J. Healy,

s.T.D., .!Z waz SL

Lite (The Summa ~1mpl1fied ~

(Brooklyn, New York, 1952)• P• 176.

§lettoee.J
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ObJect1v1t:y
Aquinas equates morality with human aot1ons performed

in quest

or

sp1~1tual

hnpp1neaa (the attaining of Ood's

lov~),

since man•a finnl goal is to experience the Bsatlfic Vision.
Human acts per.formed and freely rendered with this pursuit 1n
;

.

mind muat be in agreement with the conditions of morality.
Aquinas states that

eseentio.11~·

.four condi t:l.ons are neoeasary

if an aot ia to be judged an objectively moral one: l) that

the will follow the intellectJ 2} that the will always seek
what is goodJ 3) t.hat freedom be found chiefly in the act or

choice; and 4} that command be the guidinc force of a human

act.
An attempt can be made here to simplify the nature of
these conditionet 1f wo are to have an adequate understanding

of

them~

To comply uith the conditions of objootive morality

(the seeking of that wh1ch is

good~,

sess knowledr,e, will, and capacity.

an individual must pos-

That is, he must recog-

nize the difference bet;veen l.'!hat ir?. good nnd what is not; he

must be an ngont acting treoly. making a choioe on the knowledge he poseessee.

The individual must deliberately seek

the end of an act. whatever its nature, and he must possess
the power to make the net reality.
Perhaps it io valid to saJ that objective morality is
oom.pl1ance wi t.ri Eternal Law, existing in the mind of God and
by its ve"ry nature eVGrlast1ng and immutable.

Perteet know•

ledge and unchangeability are aspects of God's infi11itenoes,

and His lawa reflect these qual1t1os.

Man's knowledge of the

6

nature of God is finiteJ man seeks to comprehend God's will
and to aot in accordance with the knowledge he acquires.

nThe

Judgment ot human reason on the morality of human actions is
only a ref"lect1on or a participation
eterna1, unchangeable mind of God.n 4

or

the human mind in the

SubJect1v1t:y
•

catholic theologians consider that man's fallibility
is the harmtul effect of the original fall and of his membership in an erring race.

'l'he apprehension of moral good,

natural to man in his sinless state, has been blunted and
obscured, so that the individual descendant must seek with
limited understanding to comply with d1v1ne jnatioe,
'l"bus, the necessary conditions for fulfilling objective good •• knowledge, w111, and capacity -- were concurrently corrupted or weakened.

They may be considered epir-

1 tual deficiencies in the degree that an individual has not

actually developed them.
::.~1 owledge

The absence or imperfection or

is the first of these subjective wants.

The three

most sign1t1oant barriers to intellectual comprehension (and

thus to lalowledge) are tear, oonoup1scenoe, and ignorance.
Man in essence is acting without a certain amount of freedom
if he acts contrary to moral law owing to one or more of these

dof1c1enc1esJ thus, his actions in such neutralizing circumstances may only be Judged amoral.

Insofar as he possesses

knowledge, unhampered by these det1ciencies, h1e actions can
be judged accordingly in terms

or

good or evil.

i-7-'-··----·-··--·

-----·~~"------
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Man's will, also imperfect, seeks what it knows to be
goodJ however, since knowledge may be only partial, the will
that acts 1n aocorda.nce w1 th 11m1 ted understanding oan be inHere it is succinctly puts

nocent or guilt.

But the "111 is not only an 1nol1nat1on. It is a rational
appetite • • • The will seeks, therefore, not simply the
good, but the good as apprehended, as recognized by human
reason. Renee, though the will seeks only the good, it is
possible for man to seek something harmf'ul to h1.m because
it appears to him to be good.5

Th.ere are, then, cases where men err in oompletely good faithe
The third condition, capacity, also liable to error,
can be another cancelling factor,

annullin~

associated with an objectively immoral act.

subjective evil
The power or

ability to perform what is good can be itrlJ?eded by the exte:r-

nal counterpart

or

power, nam.el'I' violence.

The individual

may be rendered helpless by external forces; when his resist-

ance is minimal or completely ineffectual, the objective guilt
inherent in an act is negated by his inability to withstand•
thus making his action or reaction to the external agent a

necessary accession.
When man aots in accordance with the principles of
mora11ty, he is seeking God and therefore ultimate happiness.
To say that man does not seek happiness, peace, and security

in this lite, however, is to deny all that we have come to
understand ot man by observing hie behavior and nature.

we

know he seeks temporal happiness, but how does he attain it,

and how is he to keep his quest tor worldly happiness consistent with his quest tor

Ood?

6Ibtd., P• l 71e

Human :reason seeks what it thinks

,-------~·--·-----·~·-

. ___,--"._..,

______

'

a
suitable, and it is reason which makes tho

ju~rrment

actions lead to happiness and others do note

that some

or

The Judgment

man•a reason on the appropriateness ot an net to brlns good
is the .rundrunentnl criterion of hutl".an o.otiona.
ment of reason (which we have considered to be

And the judg•
imperr~et)

"is

the immediate foundation of morality in human aot1ons.n6

Man must conform to the moral law whenever possible.
Tte cannot intentionally keep hi..'1lself ignorant of it, nor ce.n
he reasonably attempt to thwart the development of his capacities tor good, because he finds the latter in greater conformity with his weaker nature.

This ls to sa:, that man can-

not willtully seek to escape the responalbilit}r to know and

to accomplish good.

Morality is subjective insofar as the individual is
lacking in or incapable of expressing his potential to comply
with the will ot God.

Rationalization, man's attempt to Jus-

tify what he knows to be contrary to the moral law, oan never
be tolerated because to rationalize is to do violence to
reason, man's noblest faculty.
Graham Greene

~

,$UbJeotive Mora11tx

Morality is not man acting in a vacuum.
hie relationship to God.

It ia man and

To consider man as an isolated and

independent agent is to lose the whole signifioanoe
' .
r '.

1 ...

existence.

or

He was made by God, to be happy with God.

his
OUr

discussion has touched upon two of God's attributes, His

)

9

knowledge and the immutability of His nature.

The qual1t1ee,

nevertheless, are aspects, not the total, of God's nature.
Also

~ntr1ns1c

mercy.

to n1a Being are the virtues or oompass1on and

These d1v1ne attributes are infinite, and they are,

like justice, perfectly reasonable.
to God's judgment of the individual.

They are equally essential
Is it pNsumptuous of'

man to put great faith in God 1 s pity and mercy?

If' it were

eo, all mon who aro not -perfect, who fail to live in strict
compatibility with tho will of God, are without the possibility
o! salvation.

It it were so, mankind 1s lost.

Subjective morality is a !!!l!, qua !!2!! of oharacteriza•
tion in Greene's novels.
to evil.

Often hie protagonist is committed

Because of c1roum.stances and an 1nvolvemont thl'ough

pity and compassion for others ot God's creatures, the hero
1a, at least in his own mind, often constrained to act conThe Power and the
-Gloi:z continues a lite of sin so that he is available to

trary to the objective law.

those who need his ministry.

The priest

or

-

--

Scobie 1n The Heart of the

Matter otters.his own damnation to God if He will spare thoee

soob1e pities. How are such lives to be justified? .Not at
all?

surely, not on the basis of objective morality.
Graham Greene believes that our world is a place where

Eerfect evil abounds, a theme which will receive full development in a later chapter.

He has remarkedc

An~a~ she (libs llarJor1e Bowen. author or the p r r .2!
Milan had given me my pattern -- religion m1gh later
exp a1n it to me 1n other terms, but the pattern was al•
ready there •• perfeot evil walking the world where perteot good can never walk again, and only the pendulum

....

~ -·-···-·--·--·------·-----··------------------·----·-·--····~·--·-----··-·------
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ensu~es that

after all in tho end justice is d?ne.7

Man must deal with 1tJ ho r.IUst struggle against it.

Evil•

thol'eforo, is not merely an Abstract quality whose nnture is
to be exat'lined by philosophers; it is indeed, a reality, the

actual eauae of man's temporal unhappinosa and the potential
cause of his damnation.

st. Faul has stated in e. letter to the Romane that
where evil abounds, grace superabounds.

Graham Greene is

committed without reservation to that belief.

Furthermore,

he accepts the reality of Christ's Cl"U.cifixion and the un-

limited redemptive grace wrought by the resurrection.

Only

the sacr1fioe of the Son of God is oompletely acceptable to
God Himself, and since that saer1f1oe is perfectly pleasing,
its merits and saving graces are the source of unending salvation tor the sinner, for the man implicated in evil.
Since the redemptior1 was the p&rf ect gift of' love, Love's
8 acrif1oe,
i·

it is the

~nly

overcome perfect evila

rorco sufficiently powerful to

'l'hero can be no question about God's

interest in, indeed love for• the sinner.
world that He gavo His only... begotten Son.nB

"He

~o

loved the

It is upon this

theological tact that Graham Greene bases hie thesis tor
salvation.

Greene•s major oharaotors are sinners, no mere dab•
blers in evile

If they are to receive salvation, it is then

'7orahmn Greene, !S!, Loet Childhood (New York,, 1952),
PP• 16-17•
.
8Jobn 3a1G.

I

ll

through the love of God, demonetrated in His perfect g1tt.
Furthermore, however, there muat be a love within the char-

acter, tor God or man, whioh ts the complement in human nature to the love of God•

They are evil; of this there can

be no question in the mind of any of Greene's readers.
•

Rose

in Brifihtqn Hoc!E, the whisky priest in !h!, Power .!!!2, !!'!!. Glory,

-

Sarah Miles in ...............................
The End of the Affair, Scobie in --..--.
The Heart .._.
of
!h! Matter, Thomas Fowler in !a! .Quiet American, and Querry

1n evil. Each, however, demonstrates e love for others

in A Burnt-Out Case ... all are characters involved with and
(in

terms or pity, mercy, or sacrifice) which 1s the sole quality

that is Ohr1st-11ke.

we are led to comprehend thnt God re•

acts to this love and that through

~lo

quality the power of

redemptive grace is able to operate.
In Greene' s novel !!:..!,

~

£!.

~

Affair the heroes,

Maurice nendrix and Sarah Milee, wage a long war against the
po~er
~s

ot sine Their relationah1p, though one of love really,

basically evil because it tre.nsgresoes the moral law.

Nevertheless, it is their love which ultimately brings about
a victory over evil.

Love - not sexual attraction or promie•

ouit7 • is ot ita own essence good, and bocnuse it 1n positive, is greater than ev1le

Greene does not say sin 1s sanctified by love.

P.rancia

L. lrunkel expla1nat
Greeno does not sprinkle holy wator on sin or endow it
with the character ot a telix oul~ or invite son.one to
sin with the hope of br!Hg!ng irSou good results. Instead ho instills a reverence tor the individual person
despite his ein and llfU].t1vatee a more profound respect
tor the mrster1ous t:ranstom1ng powers or grace which

---1

can enable a penitent thief on the croas to ttatoal"
paradiaeo9

l?Q does not maintain that 1' behooves an 1ndiv1c.\ual to llvt
in lust&

Graham Greone !s

~

champion of tho inherent good-

ness and rsdempt1 V·e faoul ty of true lovo.

Re indicates that

such love is a conqueror of evil; even 1f love 1B boMt of
pQssion, even if love has evolved from an illicit
ship, its power can oiwueh the evil origin.

~elation.

Tho qunl1ty of

genuine love can evolve and oauso good to bo tho lasting effect.

Gro&ne•s purpose 1e to show that the wrath and Justice

or God can be tempered vi.th Rie merer and compaesion..

It 1a

his theme to prove that God and thG sinner oan be recono1led•
not to prove that evil oan. be reconciled or Juet1t1ed in an7
way Gxcept to be reoogn.1zed as
This 1s Greene•o

hie vol'k•

Q fore~

in the lives of mono

his plan, cmd the l"eaeon for

app~oach,

He ta o. profmtnd 'Tri t~r • that is true.

necessarily profound.

In h!.s 17r1 tings

~ene

Re 1m

deals with a

subject that 1s a tPUe mystery - the porreot love or God.
E~

undoittakes to analyze conditions whicb are not f1niteJ

't~~"!er-e

ie no ats.t!.st1cal measurement of the 1ntini te.

Suoh

an approaoh ia, he doubtleae feels• the only one becaus•,
while love cannot be Gstimatod or evaluated, its etteot upon
evil 1s obvious and
ol'Qbam

su~ernatural.

G:reene haa aa14 tho.t sooner or 1ator

the obS14

awakens to th• realltr of evil ln the wor14t thie early awe.Nnasa is the loss of tnnocenoct.

j_ ___

It 10 a pandox, ot coUJ'Go,

13
that the loss of innocence and the knowledge

or

evil nre the

first steps to ultimate salvation.

(

C!IAPTER !!
GRAHAM GREElffi AS A GATROLIC

!

Healthz Qgntrpvers;r

There exist within the Catholic Church, among both its
hierarchy and lait7, a ringing controversy and intellectual
arguments conoorning the writings of Graham Greene.

This

oontroversy is a logical development, arising rrom the inherent authoritarian nature of the church and from the qual.•
1ty ot individualism in Greene.

It is generally held within

the church that Catholic dogma and moral theology have emanated from a divine source and that, as such, they do not
lend themselves to interpretations and judgment by laymen.

Catholics accept that valid explanations of Eternal Law
nnist come from t11e legislative

body

of the ohuroh and that

-

only ottioial proolamat1ons given ex cathedra are considel'ed

.

universally binding.
Intrinsic to Catholic teaching, however, is the right,

indeed. the duey, o:r the individual to make some judg:nenta
about the morality
conscionoo.

or

his own acts based on his individual

Por example. a Catholic availing himself of

confession is expected to indicate not only the

spec1~1o

sin

but the oiroumatancoa, accusing or extenuating, associated
with the aot.

Bence, the individual makes the inmlediate

judgment about the gravity of his guilt.
14

so Greene, e.a the

15

spokesman f'or his characters, 1a constrained to eive a tair
picture

or

the circumstanoea under which they perpetrate an

evil deed, insofar ae these circumstances affect, at least
1n Greene•e mind, the

the power of

God'~

of culpability or demonstrate

de~ree

mercy.

Because Gretme haF.: ?t!ade

~uch

acterv, he has been c.cc;lSed by

ot a tendency toward heresy.

j'ud6fnen.ts about his ehar-

~ome

He

critics, mostly Catholic,

h~a,

upon h1111selr the role of the church 1n

they believe, ta.ken
detert~1ninf;

degree or

guilt and goodness or his characters.

An er..aminution or epec!fic
morality may be use:t'ul.

Re

hc.s

crit~cim!le

of Greene•s

been described as Jansenist

The term implies that Greene adheres to

by Holen Garclner.10

that seventeenth-cent'l.lJ.7' doctrine that man cannot be saved
by his own efforts, that !1e is helpless alone.

he

1~

Further, if

a Jansenist, Greene believes that man depends for aalvQ•

t!on upon the arb1t:ra?"j gift of grnce.

If he were or that

his charnoters
. who appear to cut themselves off from
God'n grace (!!,•.it• Ida and the Lieutenant in

Helen in

:t1h..!.

Heart

Br~shton

.2!!h! Matter) would be far

Rock and

~re~t~r

sinners

than thone Catholic characters immersed in evil (.!,•£• the
'';

prtest in !h!, Power

~!!l!

Me. tter, and Sal'e.h in

Glo£I, Scobie in

XE!. !m! .2,! .!E!

me.ke the.t judgment about them.

Affair)•

!h! Heart .2! !ht
Greene dooe not

If an7thing, he is closer to

Pascal, who saw God•s mercy ns limitless.

I

16
Fr&no1s x. Connolly hrut soen e. hint or t-wi1chae1sm 1n

Greene. "Greeno• e \Vhole emphasis, however, would tend to
suggest tho.t 1t 1e bad to be 1"!.gtit, bad to be oheertul,

henltby, compnnionnble.nll Connolly arguee thnt Greene reoents the stnte
"only 5n
•

l'.n~.n

or

euphor!.n.

does one

&.it Gree:i.e ~aintal!i.e thf\t

d~.$~O'te:r•

oneself," f;hnt

·w~.tho,tt

an.r-

fe:rins, pain, and the loss or innocence, man l!ves 1n a
epintual vacuum.

Without an awareness of ev!l• tho indi-

vidual is unlmown to God and by GodJ he ie, G:reene will have

it, unqual1.t1ed tor salvation. 'l.'hia 1e not :Maniohaoimn; it
!a, rather, a thesis which 1nsiats that unhappinoaa in the
sinner 1a a

J.!!P!

S,Y!l

,wm ot spin tu.al

te~.;111 t;y J

L"l1ilt-i-1ven, tormented sinner kno\"111 that

C~1et

tt •

•

•the

alone can

save bim."12

Greene ha# been oooused by Kenneth Tynan as a dabbler
in "sin myetj.oiem.nl3 This description \\10\lld indicate that

Greene glor1f1ee e1n, that he teela s1n holds the aeed of

vil't:ue.

Oreeme does not glorify ein, but he s;Iloritioa the

?tedemptive powei- of Christ to eave the sinner. Alexander
..;:,riyl.e calls Greene an "inverted Pharieee,11 14 'bocause he seea

in the novelist one who welcomes the evtl and W?tetched and who
is 1ndit1"orent to or contemptuous ot those who have not

-----------------··---------------------------·------------11Frttno1 fJ x. Connolly1 tt·!nsicle Mod.orn Mo.ru Tha
·

Spiritual. Adventures or Gnham aroone," Renascence, I• (Spring•

1949), ~o.

]Ip.rpott'..!

~.Pe 14S.
lZKonneth ~' "l..n Inner V1ew ot tk'ahem Greone,u

i!!AAE•

(Febi'u.ar1, 1953) • 128.
l4Alexan4ol- B07l.e, •lJ!ho Symbolism or Graha.tI Groe11e • •
lrlslt MMtdtl.i• (Harem,. 19&2 J • lOOa
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sinned.

But Greene's work makes a judgment of the ainleea an

1mposa1bility.

In hie novels there are no sinless characters.

At the same t111$ 1 howe\ter, Greene baa been charged with puritanism.

He denies that charge categorically.

It 1s obvious

that Greene has been placed in all moral extremes by different
critics.

Surely he 1e not so talented as to have argued

wel~

these many varying views of morality, as hie critics suggest.
Undoubtedly, one of the chief objections

or

Greene•s

Catholic critics is that there is an obvious moral laxity discernible in his Catholic characters and that, because of this
weakness, Catholics reel that his works expose the chUl'ch to
misunderstanding and the actions ot her ta1thtul to mieinterpretation.

These cr1t1ciams will serve to show that indeed

there is, particularly within the tramework

or

formal Catholi·

cism, a manifold controversy about the writings of Graham
Greeno.
There is about Greene something far subtler than these
surface controversies his writings have provoked.

There is

within him a striking paradox and a unique personal controversy.

His Wl'itinga, While obviously incapable ot easy class1•

f1eat1on,.are but a rotlect1on ot this singular paradox and

dichot01J11'•

It is a tact that

G~eeno

belongs to a church which

has otten been described as absolute in its authoritarianism.
Yet there is within Greene hiJnselt an almost neurotic hatred
o~

authority.

Walter Allen sees it thuat

Greene remains a nonoontorm!st, and his convera1on seems
to have accentuated h1a nonconformity. Hie values seem
to be held in defiance of the church to which he has com•
m1 tted himaeltJ which ia one reason why Catholic reviewera
often smell hereay in h1a work. The Catholic Church ia

lB
an authoritarian body, and Greene loathes authority.15
He claims faith 1n that which broaches no personal interpre-

tation or individual judgments o:r tte dogma and teachings

or

moral theology1 at the same time he reserves to himself the
r1r,ht to consider the problems of salvation and evil 1n etrikinr,ly subjective analyses.

Moreover, he seems to find it

reasonable to Justify this unusual 1'us1nb of views (universal
and individual), and he finds it possible to subscribe to
these formal and personal philosophies simultaneously.
He may dislike authority, but it is doubtful really
that he defies it.

Rather, Greene expresses a faith far be-

yond the evidence of authority.

There ia in his work no pro-

jection of bitter scoffing at the code, but he 1ns1ets that
~t
'

i~ ',

f

i
'}
;!
·~

1s possible and worthy to demonetrnte that it is not only

wrath and justice which constitute the wisdom of God.

Tt is

the artist's stern duty to reflect reality; Greene soems to
see that mercy and compassion are divine and real forces that
}-'1C

is determined to portray.
The "catholic novelist" must portray Catholics and their

behavior as influenced to some believable deeree by the church.
Greene claims not to be of such a group of writers, yet hie
work has evoked o.nd st1mu1Qted much Catholic criticism, favorable and unfavorable.

There are critics who believe Greene,

'·

as greatly as any, puts forth intelligent and profound Catholic
15walter Allen, ftAwareneee of Evilt Graham Greene,n
(April 21, 1956), 345.

!h!. Nation, CLXXXII
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thought.

Frnnoie K\lnkel believes Giseene carries out that

miss1ont

we should not in.for that Greene 1s, 1n aey aonso a propagandist for the Church. Far tram offering catho!ie1mn as
a panacea, he often presents it as if 1t were a aenaon in
hell. • • •
A catholic noveliat in the profound sense will, as Greene
does, linger at the 1ntersoot1on whero God con.fl'onts man
and craoe encounters tree wille • • • Grnhnm Groene is a
Catholic noveliot, 1n the ultimate sense of that torm,
because he invitee us to participate with him 1n tho conviction that tho mean1nt of life 1s centered in the redemptive sutfor1nga of Christ. Rather than odify us.
Greene troubles us. By presenting the mystery or suffering people, thus inviting the l'Oo.der to meditate on his
own destiny, he !'ul.fills tho !'unction or tho Catholic
novelist.J.6
The controversy within Greeno himself is that which
must be worked out by himself for himself.

But, by dealing

with such a px-otound nnd compelling subject as ev11, ho seems,
by oontitaat, to perceive deeply the love or God for au~fering

humanity.

For the Catholic, at loaat, this is healthy.

The oontroverS'J' wh;ch has developed within the church
is also a profitable one.

That he dltives h1o opponents to

the difficult task of attempting to ref'ut& his arguments is
to oause them to consider most seriously and carefully that
which is most 1mpo:rto.nt to them.

The oonservativo Co.tholic

pi11losopher may find Greene imposoibleJ the liberal philosopher may .find him radical, but each is compelled to meet

Groene on his own tormo becauoo Groene roruaes to be moved
by tho powor

or

authoritJ•

'rho Catholic Cl:rurch has never placed any restr1ot1ona
on the reading or Greone•s works•

Moreover, most Catholic

16nwanc1e L. mmkel, "Graham Greenes The Anatamr ot
a catholic Novelist," gathol;1o Book Remai:M£, I (!la.7 1 1961),
B-9.

I
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critics teel not on1y·that Greene's view of man•s etel'l'le.l. dilemma is profound but also that its presentation is marvel-

ous1y perceptive and sc1nt1llatingo

--- ----

Greene ......._,
and .........
the Nature of Evil

Graham Groene first experienced an awareneas of evil
very early in his 11.t'e; he has never lost 1t.

For him• evil

is not a morbid obsession, for he looks upon it as an

au~o

lutely necessary step to sanctit1cat1on for al.l sinners.
his essay,

~

perience.

At the age or fourteen years, he says, he read

In

Lost Ch1ldhood, Greene recalls this early ex-

Marjorie Bowen's novel

!!:!!!.

Viper !J!.. Milan which provided him

the understanding that evil is at the haal"t of a world of unhappiness and that all things normally considered good should
be suspect, for they Cal"%7 within them potential, even prob-

able evilt
Goodness has only once found a perfect incarnation 1n a
human body and never will again, but evil onn always find
a home there. Human nature is not black o.nd white but
black and grey. I read all that in The Vifer of Milan
and I looked aro'W'l.d an6. I aaw that itwaa eo;l"r
This necessary corruption was, 1n Greene's view, the beginning of spiritual. matUl'ity, since he oould, tor the first
time, make an 1ntell1gent choice between good and evil.
Greene will

~

characters to do ao.

detine evil, nor will he allow h1a

He permits characters to reveal the

nature or evil only by their actions and reactions to eventaJ
the7 never state it det1n1t1vel7, but we 8.l'9 to inter Greene's

1'7areene, ~ Loat ph1ldhoo4, P• 16.
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view from their behavior, states of unhappiness, and occasional daspnir.

It seems to be his 1.ntont to comrr:unicate

to his reader that evil 1.e ra.mpant in a world which attempts
by all devious methods to deny the existence of such a condi-

tton.

Greene loathes the lukewarm who will not acknowledge

the epiri tual extremes.

Such a

of those unoomni tted

judcm~mt

is traditionally Christian.

Apparently, then, to perceive Greene's concept of the
nature

of

evil, we must infer it from his characters• com-

plicity with evil.
of Brighton

~-

Pinkie, the wretched and criminal youth
like Greene, remembers childhood

~ith

little fondness, and we recall that he says innocence was
nthe ugly cry of birth."

Beyond that, one knows only evil

intimately; unhappiness is all that one recognizea.

Only a

character convinced of the monumental presence of evil in

life could cry, as Pinkie does, ncredo in unum Satanum."
The dissolute priest of

.Tl:!!

Power

~

the Glort sees

that his illegitimate daughter, only seven yoa.rs old, 1.s e.1Y>r!rJdy pitted nga1nst evil even in the earliest yenra of what

'tl be a lifetime struggle.

"The world

\79.~

in her heart al-

1•eady, like the small spot of decay in a fruit.

She was with·

out protection - she had no grace, no charm to plead for her;
his heart was shaken by the oonv1ct1on of loss."
Alden Pyle, the eternal innocent who ie "the quiet

American, 0 1s Greene's archetype of consummate evil, for he
never loses his innocence; he never realizes that altruism
and charity oan be misdirected and misunderstood.

He fails

(
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to know the world in which he lives because it is an evil
world and he has no comprehension

cal

Br~tieh

or

evil.

Fowler, the cyni-

correspondent amazed at Pyle's laek ot perception

and depth, is utterly perplexed; perhape he speaks Greene's
contempt of 1gnorano., of evi.l, which is ignol'once of Christ• s
sacrifice for the sinner.

"Innocence is a kind of 1nann1ty."

It is Greene's view that only those who have the knowledge of hell and a capacity for damnation arft those who poesesa a cupaoity tor salvation.
Heart E.f. .!?h!?

!!.~•

-

Scobie, God's quarry in The

admits, "Only the man of good-will

carries always in his heart thie capacity for damnation."
The theme :runs throu.r..hout his writings that the greatest
sinners are those who ignore God, thoae who 1nhab1 t n the emp•

ty, s1nloss chrolll1um world."

Greene believes that the 1nd1•

vidual'e potential. tor salvation is evidenced by his neverceasing combat with evil in which he is inunersed.

Perhaps

it is not presumptuous to say that a belief in hell led him
to Catholicism, tor he has stQted:
And so !"a1th came to one -- shapelessly, •'thout dogma,
u presence above a croquet lawn. someth~ng assoo1ated
·~:1th violence, cruelty, evil across the way.
One began
to believe in heaven because one believed in hell, but
tor a long while it was only hell one could picture
with a certain intimacy.18
Finally, essential to Greene's view

or

evil is the be-

11et in God ao a relentless pursuer ot his creatures, but One
Who loves them and will not let them reat or t1nd aatiataction

Ev11.u

18Kenneth A. IA"'lt 1 "GrahQJtl Groene and the Problem ot

!b! Catho11o

J,0£1~,

GLXXIII (tlU.ne, 1951), 197.
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1n sin.

God, as depicted thus by Greene, is the Hound of

Heaven.

Major Scobie, haunted by love and fleeing its over-

whelming power, finds no escape.

"How desperately God muat

love," ho says.

perpl~xing

God is a gadfly,

the sinner

again and again with the orrer of grace.
Greene

~

,.!m! Anatomz .2!

~

i '

Necessary to valid analysis of Greene's point of view
is a differentiation between the qualities of pity and compassion.

Pity, based on ethical judgments, is portrayed by

Greene as less worthy than compassion, which is based on a
knowledge and acceptance of moral judgments and divine love.
A surprising number

or

critics tail to make the essential

d1at1not1on between these two qualities; therefore, they are
willing to believe that Greene finds salvation for his characters who demonstrate great pity and who seek themselves to
correct human errors and to sacr1f1oe anything 1n.sp1r1tual
consideration

or

others.

This view 1s fallacious.

! t is not

Graham Greeno 1 s view that pity ia supernal.
Pity tor the sinner and the vn-etohed is not, we infer
l

i:'

from Greene's novels, a moral virtue.
it 1s not modest.

Its weakness is that

It betokens s. lack of hum111ey.

No Christ-

like love, Greene holds, is without humility, because such a

dearth is contrary to the essence of" love.

The Greene ohar-

ao ter who pities is often proud, seeking satisfaction through
the act of saor1t1cing himself for others.

It is this quality

which Scobie, at first, and Alden Pyle, oonaistently, exhibitJ

they love themselves, not those upon whom they lavish pity.

Pity cannot comprehend a love tolerating, sometimes even
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effecting, auffering.

It is "the eth1c of those who try to

subst1ti1te themselves for God.ttl9

Pity ie an obsession to

ann1h11ato the pn!n which is an ossential ohtlraotor1st1c in
Greene's suffering world.

For the character who would re-

lieve all su.ffar1nse of rnanlcind, t."1ore io no understanding

or o. world 1n vthioh God a.llowo pain and ovilJ he is a char-

acter who sooks to sot right what 1o bad in a world committed
intrinsically to human error, and he rccognizoe only that
which he sees, peroe1ving no power or w11l beyond himself.
When misdirected, pity can become man's power to damn him·
self.

Scobie will ofter h1s own danmation if he oe.n force

God to relieve the pain and wretchodneas

and Helen, his mistresQ.,

or

Louise, hls w1re,

Hecwould mo.ko a bargain with Ood. 1

because he real.1zee only n pereonnl w1nn1ng of' salvation, not
tho

r:~ .rt

of salvation.

compassion, aocord1ne to Greeno, 1s an acceptance of
rm.ffering in this world e.s a means

the next.

or

A prot01md ey1i1pathy ror the

attaining happiness 1n
e1nno~

and hatred or

ov1l form the chief and paradoxical fusion or attributes
ro~. . ntl
,;:.t;

in oompassion, and the oompasoionate mnn recognizes

evil must be, that (as indicated earlier) it is a sine

sua non in the salvation of the individual mombex- of fall.en
humanity.

'l!he oompaeoionate man aonepta not only the x-eal.1ty

of the sinner but also the taot of the world in uh1ch he
exists.

With the exception

or

Ma.Jor Soob1o (who ult1matel7

19:rrano1o L. Kunkel 1 .ab!. Labp:inthine Waza ot Graham
"'
-

.Qree~! (New York, 1959), P• lOI•

I
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recognizes n higher power) Greene's characters who evince
p1ty are those who possess the least capacity for happiness
because they have loast capacity tor unhappiness.

An aooept-

ance of the possibility of damnation as well as that of salvation is the hal.lmark of a Greene character, and he is often
willing to offer his own loss of grace for the redemption ot
others.

However, he does not endeavor to provide temporal

happiness.
The compassionate view is the eschatologieal view.

It

1s in sympathy with divine perspective, not with hume.n misunderstanding.

The whisky priest cannot tnke away the

p~in

of his llexican peasants who suffer the communist scourge.
Why

then does he remain with them?

vided for his escape.

Opportimi ties are pro-

Tio might flee the country, confess his

sins of the flesh,and find asylum from his tormentors.

But.

livinc in a state of sin, he is willing to provide hio flook

with Communion and the Masse

Such prov1o1ons, he knowo,.do

not relieve temporal suffering.

An abject symbol of Christ,

ho assumes their guilt, even in the knowledge that those he
serves are disgusted by him and disapprove of him.

His 1s,

paradoxically, the consecration of a soul in the otate of
mortal sin (spiritual death), while he offers the wretched
eternal life in the sacrament or the Holy Eucharist.

The

whisky priest ia perhaps a twisted, even blasphemous, symbol
of Christ, but surely Christ, more than any other
willing to accept the sufferings

or

or

all Graham Greene's novels

~,

was

a wounded world.

!h! Power

~

.!:h!

~lorz

2&
the moat striking

otfe~a

ate 1nd1v1duals.

cont~ast

or

pitying and eompncoion-

Tho Mexican lieutenant, fully committed to

tho ccnmun1st line ot erau1ns pain end buildlng a worldly
utop1n, condemns tho Oatholio view or the willing acceptance
of

suffering~

ihe sold1e:r pit1eo his miserabltJ oountrymen

and tnkeo it upon himself to oorraot the abuses of the world.

B1s philoaophy Glone, he feels, can atve mtlnning and happiness to men's l1vee.

An oxohanse botween the

~oldior

and the

priest llluatrntee the di'V'8rgent vi.ewe o! pity anti oompaasion1
Th• lieutena.."'lt snidi ttThos& men I shote 'J."ntty weN my
mm peopl$,, I 11tn1tou to gi vu th0m tho whole worlu 1 ~
0 w011, who knowo?
Pe:rhapo that•e what .,.ou did."20

anone•s attitudo toward

pity ~a

Ae m1oh it has trapped mo.ny or! tics•

eluo1ve and m.1btle.

Beenuoe Onene epnaks

often of pity and boeauae many of hie charactera pity suffering humtl!lity, cr1t1co and theologians hnve
G~eene

that

not.

recommendc

~ity

~ly

inf(Jltl'tE)d

ae spiritually salutary.

He does

Rather in Greene's v1ev 1D the suggestion that C01Upas-

s1on makeo all men worthy, not for themselvee alone but beoauee they VG important to Gode
Pity 1o tounded in

~id,.

hU11!111t,-, opr1ns1ng bom one•a

ccmpnoeion im founded in
Olin

toeUnga

uoltloss J."OG1snat1on to lmpotonoe. When the

or

inadoquaoy but
walt1ng

p~est,

se.dl"' in th.e ttu1can prison for the death ho eonoea to ba 1m•
W

minent,,

,

t"BV1~

,

,

,

his reoent minlatey, he is oontJtttt, feeling

(

2'7

hio ocmpaas1on had been ineffectivet
Tears poU2'8d down his faoet ha mis not at th0 tnat1ent

..•

afraid of damnation ...

~ven

tho fenr or pain waE in

the ·ba.o'kgrouna. Bo tel t only an imm&nae d!sc.ppoint•
ment becauoe he had to go to God empty-handed• w1 t.h
nothing don~ at all • • • • He knevi now that at th~i

end there wea only one thing thst oounted -- to bo
a eeint.al

Graham Greene oeaa compassion ns the reflection of
i

.

!~

t

I;

God•s infinite lovo, eineo only an infinite concern 6ou1d
separate a m&rl from his deeds, the sinning but potential
&aint from h1a wickeclnosih

CHAPTER III
GREENE AND TTIEUATIC CONSISTENCY
If one has reasons to search, he will likely find 1t
difficult to support the proposition that the larger percentage of the greatest writers have been those who maintained a oox;isistonoy ot ideas or point
their works.

or

view throughout

One thinks first and naturally of Shakespeare,

whose themes and interests doubtless

range~

reached deeper than those of any other mane

farther and
And the Russian

genius Dostoevski was a writer hardly committed to singleness

or

purpose.

While each

or

these was a probing master

in his own t1eld, surely both sought to entertain and placed
the audience's or reader's pleasure high among cona1derations.
And yet, no insignificant number of the greatest literal'y minds have channeled and directed large bodies of poetry
and prose with single and specific intents uppermost.

one

recalls that Ibaen and his disciple Shaw were bent largely

upon smashing the oomple.cency and the gross social inequities
of their times.

Each man ran a ful.1 range of ideas, but al•

ways with the purpose of making men awatte o:f' the stagnating
effect of stupidity and of striving to provoke their rellaws
into a rational habit.

Melville, Dickens, Hemingway, Hard1,
88
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and James are but a few who have used the novel again and
again as a vehicle to project an idea, a theme.

It ought

not to be overlooked that each of these writers assigned
the greatest.importance to a single theme throughout his
works --

!•!.•• social blights, man's relationship to hie

world, the quest for God, an analysis of the human peyohee
The thread of a single theme running through an
author's work cannot be called the common litera:ry attribute
of the greatest writers.

This tact notwithstanding, it is

valid and use:t'ul. tor the student

or

literature to recognize

that some of the most penetrating and esteemed playwrights
and novelists have devoted full attention to examination

and explication

or

psychological, social, spiritual, or

other problems and to those circumstances bearing upon theme
Since Brie;hton Rock Graham Greene has been suoh a writer.
Posterity will determine hie greatness.
Salvation is Greene's theme.

And he is a Catholic.

Salvation, however, 1s a problem no more to be 1dentifie4

with catholicism

~han

with Christianity.

1t is to be associated specifically

Far back into the Old Testament the

Jewish people were searching tor salvation to be won for them
by

a Messiah.

They continue to search.

One oould trace hun•

dreds of religious h1ator1ee and philosophies to support the
point that those who accept the belief of an atter-lite are
largely those who hope eternally for salvation.
Greene's novels are olasa1f1ed

o~en

Graham

as noathol1c novels,n

but tor Greene the problem of salvation is a problem common

(

I
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to all searching for God.

In his works herein considered, a

oharncter•e pride is not the fundamental problem, nor is it
mater1a11em, tornieation, adultery, aaor11ege,

o~

despair.

These represent individual struggles with evil in this world,
and the individual dissociation from them or the resignation
to them for a spiritual motive is always the means to salvation.

The greatest sinners, Greene will hold, might be those

immersed moat actively in the sordidness of the world; the
fact that they are aainte is attributable not to a specious
denial of evil but to a willing submission to God's inscrutable tolerance of His OWn creation.
The Greene character who attains ealvation finds it be·

cause of evil, not 1n spite of it.

Greene's major characters --

the priest, the criminal, the disda1nful. 1 and the indifferent-all are sinners; many of them are great sinners.

to achieve salvation, they must

exper~enoe

ten prolonged spiritual metamorphoeia.

If they are

a profolllld and of•

A close study of this

vrritor•a thesis reveals again and again the spiritual transformation

or

his central ohara?ters.

Essentially, this phe.

nomenon oooura in threo stages.
Initially, an individual must become aware of evil and
its compelling power if he is to experience and become aware
of God.

The personal struggle seems inevitableJ none ot

Greene's characters who he intimates gain salvation is able
to escape the awful. toroe of sin 1n himaelf and in all human-

1 ty.

Such an awareness, however, is spiritual 1mmatur1t7 it

nothing more comes of it.

Pinkie, who really arrives at no
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state beyond the e.cceptnnoe or evil, seems a dubious candidate for salvation among Greene's characters.

For, in him,

there !a n belief only in evil, and ho cl.aims credence in
none but Lucif'er.
According to Greene a fully and spiritually mature
individual has gone beyond this first stage of metamorphosis, and the awareness of evil will, if salutary, have led
one to pity, the middle ground.

He may, at this point, de-

velop a feeling of pity for his corrupted and suffering
.fellows.

Like Scobie and Sarah, he will likely pass through

pity, an ungallant phase in which he will assume a pompous
generosity and love for the raoe.

Thia concern is not ul•

timately beneficial because the character will not have
placed himself in proper perspective and relationship to

Go~.

Whose wisdom can aooom.modate and recognize the place of sin.
The "God-smittenn man will attain salvation only when he attains the third phase of metamorphosie.

And this progres-

sion will effect his w1111ngneea to accept the noed for evil
and to elicit C()mpassion for despicable humanity, including
tho solf, as God accepts this awesome faot.

The humble

realization that all man•s efforts are futile like all his
attempts to fathom the incomprehensible waye of God is the
most direct step toward the love of God.

Such a willingness

to 1ocept all as it 1e, admitting one•s own and others•
spiritual disgrace, may then etfeot salvation.
Suoh a final d1apos1tion is a lonely state, but, if one
interpret$ Greene accurately, the search tor God is a lonesome
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affair, and salvation is essentially n victory over or a selfetfao1ng aoooptnnce of sin in oneself.

Tho metamorphosis is

1ntr1ns1oally individual in natu:rer moreover, the aot

or re-

oono111at1on to the will of God may be sorrow:t'u.l because of
the loneliness its struggle implies but happy because of the
union it promises.

A ce.retul analysis of various Greene characters who best
represent souls in particular stages of this metamorphosis can
now be rendered effectively.

This annlysis will consider

those of his characters who brilliantly illustrate the soul•s

awakening to an awareness of evil.

Others will be studied

who ev1.nce terrible pity for hapless hum.an! ty,, a qual1 ty damn·

1ng in itself when it fails to assume truly charitable proportions.

And our discussion will deal at length with those

ultimately yielding to the fact that they nre 1nextrionbly

bound to human nature and human mise17 and who feel nt last
a kinship with mankind throuGh compassion but who never pre-

sume a relationship with Infinite Goodness.

A willingneac

to accept simply. even to offer supplicatingly, their ovm
damnation is the mark of those who have achieved this third
phase of metamorphosis.

They have unquestionably the great•

est potential for salvation, for they have the magnificent
will to tuse with the unholy species Christ died to save.
It 1e not necessarily purposeful to submit these analy•
sea in the order of the three stages of metamorphosis they

represent.

Indoed, such n clinical approach can, paradoxi-

cally, do violence to the theme heXtein presented.

If one
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commits himself to a regularized or chronological development

ot spirituality 1n these characters, he will doubtless distort Greene's own thomo.

The perspicacious reader will dis-

cover that characters may bo first encountered whoao spiritual
maturity has already been nchioved.

The reader may, moreover,

encounter a character who has lapsed from one condition into
a former.

(It is certain that there can be spiritual deteri-

oration in a Greene character as well as spiritual growth.
We need only cite the spiritually moribund Querry to validate
tho point.)

Much more to the point is to examine the char-

acters who represent the novels in order from
through

~righton ~

A Burnt-£!!! Q!!! and who th11a i-epresent qreene' s own

consistent development of the theme of ealvat1on.
t,~a.ny

of Greene 1 s characters -openly express an affin1 ty

with beloved and belengured humanity, and this quality or kin•.
ship is the

f~rst

for enlvatione

of the profound and paradoxical essentials

Rose, the innocent love of Pinkie in Brighton

.!!££!:.,

is implicated in evil becnuae of her association with

him.

It 1s an association, however, far beyond W'hat the let•

ter of the law may cal.1 charity.
of what he is, but for himself.

She loves him, not in spite
Rose demonstrates a Ch.riot•

like humility in love, willing to aaer1f1oe name and reputation.

She has no knowledee of right and wrong, and yot she

peroeivea the difference between good and ovil.

Rose lives

not by the ethical standards and judgments of a vain world
but by the moral virtues or ohar1ty and compassion.

The true

lover, Greene seems to imply, 1a the man or woman who is
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interested in

t..~e

final disposition of his loveJ more than

that, however, he seeks to ohare tho.t final state.

Love im-

plies o. loyalty fo.r beyond the demands of legal nnd moral
justice.
Roso realizes what Pinkie is.

..

him and with him.

She seeks to be like

In conversntion with n priest who retusos

her absolution yet speaks to her or the "appalling • • •
strangeness of the mercy of God," Roee is compelled to say,
ttrtm not asking tor absolution.

wo.nt to be like him -

I don•t want absolution.

I

domned.n22

It is likely that an unquest:ton1ng acceptance or this

philosophy or attitude is too much to ask or

t~e

under traditional and worthy codes of morality.

oou:t roared
The willing-

ness to seek complicity in evil, even 1f actuated by love,
appears striki?lGlY out of ttme with tho tenets of Ohr1st1nn

morality.

Rose's utterance, and those or the priest and.

Scobie which we shall reoo.11

directly~

may lend the reader

qu1ck1y to tho speo1ou.o 1nforenoe tho.t Grahrun Greene 1e

little more than a

sensatio~iat.

He seemingly glorifies

c•.ril throUgh love's o.coeptance or 1t, for the sake or love.

Such a position would do great 1nJuot1ce to this nuthor•s
point of view which 1e not cheap and vulgar, no matter how
untraditional..

Attributing a ph1looophy of' amor srat1a amoris

to Groene 1a 'tlllreal1st1o and unto.11"•

The l'Gadel' who oeo.rchoe

through the labyrinth of' Greene's mind may indeed become lost
22arahant Greene, Brietop Rock (NOT/ York, 1956),
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1n these convolutions, but he 1s never led to a dead end nor
1s he left without guideposts.

The fact is that Greene de-

monstrates that goodness has a natural kinship w1th evil, "be•
cause they [good and evil} lived in the same country, spoke
the same language, e.nd came together like old fr1ende.n23
This is the ver:ry profound points Rose demonstrates that one
who is willing to be one with the sinner is moi-e Christ-like
and humbly self•immolat1ve and 1e therefore closer to the
sinner than the ethical ji.1dge who 1s concerned merely with

.

right and wrong and who would impose a trad1tonal chastise-

ment on the spiritual pariah.
Shall we call this disposition that Rose exhibits a
form of compassion?

Indeed, if we do not, we lose the point

of Greene•a message.

Rose is a simple individualJ it 1s

Greene's analysis that 1a esoter1o.

Compassion is a rela•

tively simple virtue seeking, perhaps unknowingly, to love
the despised and to ohase him not merely to the borders of
evil but tar into the world

or

evil.

It is the ethical qual-

1ty which is ramified e.nd complex, but which is finally willinc to make ultimate Judgments.

Doubtless an attempt to single out Greene's greatest
oharactar is

shee~

indulgence.

Such a choice is the reault

of mnny intangibles and is hardly provable.

To those who lmow

his novels well, however, and who comprehend Greene's purpose,
there can be little doubt that the whisky priest
~ ~

or

---The Power

Glo;rz is the character unrivaled in assuming the com-

passionate attitude and a kinahip with hapless humanity.

As
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a priest he is an alter Christus; as a. man he 1a wholly immersed in tho sadness of the human tragedy.
:£he Pouer .l!S

~

Glorx is set against Mexican civil

war and the internal threat of communism.

Desperate economic

circum.stancea and universal social inequities (conditions
that have so otten wrought political and c1v11 strife in poor
countries) were the immediate cause of the overthrow of the
established govel'l'l1t1ent.

Catholicism was,

~s

predominant religion or the Mexican people.

it is today, the

Necessarily,

then, the Catholic Ohurch was among the first 1nat1tut1ona in
the ootmtrJ to feel the tyranny of the new regime, the government devoted to the temporal welfare
trodden.

or

the Mexican down-

Ohuroh ott1e1als were foroed into exile, were im-

prisoned, or were executed.

Only a formal and public recant-

ing of Rome mi[;ht effect safety for a priest of the Church.
If a priest should sympathize with tho communists, his tempora1
needs and wants were guaranteed.
Greene•s priest is a public fugitive.

Many years sep•

arntad from official organs ot Catholicism, he was compelled

t.o minister to the peasants in secrecy.
to shed his

sacerd.~tal

He was constrained

robes, to eteal brend and wine to

offer J.tass in the vilest huta and shacks, and to endure the
constant threat that desperate

membe~s

inform on him tor peso.or protection.
became a capital crime.

of his own flock might
Harboring the priest

In time he was not only mistrusted

by hia government but also rejected by the main body or Mexi•

can Catholioa who were his charge.

It ia against this
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background and under these humbling oiroumstanoee that ho

learns to reel oampaas1on.

It is, 1ron1oally, an avenue

opened to bumll1 ty tor a man once haughty and wt thout genuine concern for the plight

or

others.

In the first yoai-s

atter his ol'd.1nat1on he poosesaed the 1nnocenoe that Greene
so loathes in lruman natul'e.

In a. prison,. w:retohed and mcked,

he muoh later was able to reflect:
What an unbearable c?'eature he muot have been in those
yet 1n those days he had·been oamparo.t1vely
innocent •• • Then, in hie 1nnocenoe, he had felt no· ·
love for e.n.yonet now in hio coI'l'tlption he had lonrnt. • .24
days -- and

The priost becomes intimately involved with those he

had never really known or understood before, involved to such
an extent that he lives with them, sins with them, loves and

suffers with theml

The priest, despis1nt himself, becomes a

whisky priest seeking escape trom the reality of h1o own
being.

An adulterer, he becomes a father in flesh nnd thus

"complements" h1a spiritual tatherhood. This priest ie litexaal.ly

a man brought low, but 1n the depths, when he cries

out, ho never hatoea he does not hate those who hate him., who
inform on him, or his bastaro child who is indifferent to hime
:n nll, the moet nbJeot and contemptuous,. he is finally able
to see suffering Christs
• • • that was a quality God' s image ctll'?'ied w1 th 1 t • • •

When ,-ou saw the lines at the comers ot the eyes, the
ahape of the mouth, how the hau grew 1t was 1mpoos1ble
to bate. Hate was jnet a fail\U'G of
imaginatton.BS

'he

Apparentl7, then, Greene puts 1t that man oan love God
only when he lmows God. The neareot he oan come to knowing
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God. in this evil but real world is to know and love thos::iwho
are made 1n God's image, who are his creatures, erring likely,
unattractive perhaps, but tleeh corrupted with whom the humble and compassionate man must happily mingle himself.
When the whisky priest reels he is unworthy of minis•
tering to those he once despised, he has attained the compassionate attitude.
by

In the prison he sees a hostage murdered

the government which is unremitting in its torture until

the priest is turned in by the people.

Thereupon the priest

feels greater compassion for those suffering than he reels

tear tor his own lite.
He prayed silentlyt 0 God, send them someone more worthwhile to suffer for. It seemed a damnable mockery that
they should aaor1f1ce themselves tor a whisky priest with
a bastard ohild.26
What is the final disposition of the priest?
gain salvation or not?

Is he to

If he 1s saved, it must depend on how

much he loves Chriet•a suffering Mystical Bod7, on how thoroughly implicated he is in the plight of those he serves, and
on how willing he is to assume their guilt and suffering as
Christ did.

In argument with the communist lieutenant near

the end, the priest asserta:

"I'm not aa dishonest as you think I am. Why do you
think I tell people out of the pulpit that they're in
danger ot damnation if death catches them unawares'
I'm not telling them ta1ry-stor1ea I don•t believe myaelt. I don't know a thing about the meray or Godt'
I don't know how awrul the human heart looks to hime
But I do know this •• that if the:re•a ever been n single
man in this state damned, then I'll be damned too." Be
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said sl011ly: "I wouldn't want it to be any dii'.terent.
I just want justice, that•s all."2'7
lie will havfl it no other- we.3· than to ehaN in tho guilt

and eternal sutterins, if necessal'1, because ho haa become a
feeling and loving mombor of mai1k1ndo

there is no
~1ond.

~o

gre~tor

Ohrist onoe enid. that

love than to give one•a lite for ona'c

m1sky prior:st will take Christ at

mo

word, for

he is \'filling to give h1e ep1ritual lite for hia friends.

In

Gttahmn Graene•a eyos. at leaet, the ptt!ast wins oalvnt1on.
The diocuneion 1n Chapter II touched upcm t'he:i 1mpoi--

tanoo

ot an e.warenees ct evil in gaining

sp1r-1tua.11.ty.

With-

out this nwarenoae there can be no salvation, acooro1ng to
Greene.

It is ve.1n and tutile unleee it loads the 1nd1v1dua1

to & comprehension of God's love tor all men.
one

or

Let us conside:a-

Greene•e cbarsotere who evinces pointedly an n\'ft\Nneeo

of sin and corruption in the world but who never Brot'J'S spiritually be7ond it.

And a1noe he ciooa not mature, his final state

is dubious.

P1nk1e, the tortured. o.dolescent ot !¥'1.alJ!!ii
oogntr:umt of e1n evon from the t1rot hours

or

Rook,

1n

noollect1on.

Hie childhood vae extrom.ely unhappyJ no one hnd evor made the

etfon to protect him h'Om the ov11 around him or to glve him
o.n tne1sht 1nto low o.n4 beauty.

miserable

expe~ienoos,

As a rosult ot these Oa!"ly

Pinkie 4eve1opa a profound dlatJwuat of

people and their mots.voe. He vowa nOve'l' to bo taken

aavan~s
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ot, always to be master, and never to yield to the wiles of
those who might attempt to dupe him by promising love •• a
power ot whioh he has no understanding.

He habitually quells

any glimmerings of pity or kindness, qua11t1es he considers
weakening and capable

or

being used against him.

Greene paints the picture or Pinkie's youth and nature
in this wayi
There was a poison 1n his veins though he grinned and
bore it. He was going to show the world. They thought
because he was only seventeen • • • he jerked his narrow
shoulders back at the memory that he'd killed his man,
and these bogies who thought they were clever weren't
clever enough to discover that. He trailed the clouds
or his own glory after himz hell lay about him in his
infancy. Be
Pinkie is not without a belief in God, at least 1n the
awf'ul wrath and justice ot God.

He knows God created hell.

He believes in damnation, perhaps more than 1n any other
reality.

Once he 1e fully committed to evil and reconciled

about his own impending damnation, Pinkie seems to find an
ironic and twisted

~1stit1oation.ror

premeditated interaction with 1t.

complicity in evil and

In a moment ot tremendous

eelt-determ1nat1on and confidenoe, he seel!l!I to shed the restrictions of hie inactive Catholicism to assume forever a
private and ruthloso code:
• • • he had a sense that he would never be scared againl
running down tram the track he had been afraid atra1d or
pain and more ai?aid ot damnation •• or the suMen and
unshriven death. Now it was as if he was damnod a.lread7
and there was nothing more to tear ever aga1n.29
28oraham Greene, Brighton ijock (How York, 1966), P• 93.
29l}?1da• P• 264.

Pinkie's short life was a burning, constant torture.
Perhaps it is too muoh to say that is what ho wanted: no man

wants pain tor its own sake.

But he did choose it, and once

immersed in it, he never forsook evil.
sity of evil permitted

by

To admit the neces-

God for sood seems a straight.way

path toward acknowledging the love of God.

To admit of evil

inflicted by God as an intolerable curse is

nev~r

yond the primary lessons of spirituality.

to go be-

Pinkie, then,

could never be drawn to a love of a compassionate Creator.
The central point of Pinkie's problem seems to bo incisively
struck by R.

w.

B. Lewiss

Thei-o co.n be no doubt, finally, about the damnation of
Pinkie Brown: except the enormous doubt thatt acool'ding to Groene, must attend our every human judgment and
prediction.30
It would seem, even in fiction, presumptuous to make

any final Judgments about the state of a human soul..

Groene,

one presumes, would be the first to adm!t that he cannot comprehend a character fully.

It 1e a fact, however, that Greene

does not give Pinkie an awareness of God's love or a hope of
sharing unhappiness with others.

P1nk1e haa unhappinesa, but

he covets it and clutches it to himselt, denying any other a
partnership with him.

He never seeks salvation.

not be valid to presume that Pinkie is damned.

It would
Perhaps it

would merely be the greater presumption to believe he has
been given salvation.

SC>ff. w. B. Le1'1a, "The 'Tr1loa• ot Graham Greene,•
Modern Fiction Studies. III (Autumn, 195'7), 203.
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Vlhen Graham Greene finished The Heart of the --~,;;,;;;.
11atter in
1948 and

l!!!

~

.21. !h! Affair in 1951, both international

best.sellers, he did not depart from the theme with which he
had become very much identified.

Again he considered o.t

length the compelling force of evil in the lives of sensitive 1nd1v1duale, and again his wae the theme of salvation.
Through Major Scobie, hero of !h,! Heart

~

]h! Matter, and

Sarah Miles, the unhappy heroine of !!!.!, !ru!

~

!!:!! Affair,

we see characters who experienoe the spiritual maturity that
Pinkie never knew.

In them we can study Greene's interest

in the individuals who become aware of the love and

~om.pas

sion ot God after they have a .full knowledge of evil.
Scobie is an officer in the British colonial police
force in an outpost of Africa.

He is a man obsessed with

juntiee according to the law.

Be possesses a policeman's

awareness ot the importanoe of facts and truth in applying
justice unyieldingly according to the civil code.

Scobie,

unable tor a long time to comprehend the need of evil and
eufferins in his world, is compelled th.rough pity to at-

tempt to right all wrongs.

It God 11111 not

t~e

pity on

the unfortunate sinners, Scobie will intercede.

For various reasons Scobie ie a guilt-riven man.

He

feels guilt because he was not present when his daughter
d1od, because he tried to but could not love his wite, and
beonuse he f1nde his mistress too shallow to comprehend his
nature.

The guilt he teela tor not being able to make hia

',

.....
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wife and his mistress happy drives Scobie to further indiscretions.
sine

Guilt and pride lead him farther onto the pa.th of

Boubegins to

a~pnth1se

with criminals because he haa

learned how extenuating circunatancee can boe

He becomes

obsessed with relieving pain and eliminating unfair cond1·

tions which cause those dependent on him great misery •

•

Scobie is among the greatest of modern oha.racters with a
tragic flaw.

It is ironic in the classic sense that Scobie

talls because of concern for others.
thought of unhappiness in them.

Re cannot

~bide

the

He would sacrifice his own

happiness, his own position, even his state of grace, if that_
were nec&saa17, to give succor to unjustly suffering humanity.
"It had always beon hie respona1b111ty to maintain happiness
in those he loved.n31

one might say truthfully that Scobie had always been
aware of God, but his awareness was a narrow thing.

He had

never sought to understand, in the very limited way man can,
the compassionate nature of God.

His thoughts of God euly

in the story are simple, oh1ld-11ke, and comfortably unconfused in the knowledge ot his faith.

It is greatly signifi-

cant to his spiritual development that he never feels olose
to God until after he has sinned, and until he finds that
his ingenuously simple attempts to relieve men of sutforing
are hollow and futlle.

A t:ranaoend1ng

or

pity, the bane of

the haughty and aelf'•suffio1ent soul, ultimately br1nge Scobie
31.oraham Greene,

1960), P•

ao.

!!'!!.

Heart ,2!

!h!

Matter (New York,
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into a closer relationship with God.

Pity is a-phase through

which he passes.
It 1o an integral part ot Scob1e's spiritual growth
that he finally becomes aware of God's love tor him and for
all men and of the overwhelming truth that the Creator will
go to almost any length.a to have His love returned.

Even

•

in this state of mind. 1 though, Scobie teele it is perplex-

1ngly unfair or God to make Himself so vulnerable to man's
abuse.

Still, Scobie wants to make the nobler gesture, to

give to God that which Re needst
It seemed to him tor a moment that Ood was too ncceas1ble. There was no difficulty in approaching Him. Like
a popular demagogue Re was open to the least or His
followers at any hour. Looking up·§~ the Croes he
thoughtt He even sut:fers in public.
And again, deeply involved in an adulterous love affair,
he finds that his Hunter cannot leave him to his own devices,
that, as it were, God makes a tool
loves.

or

Himself' tor the man He

He says to Helen, his mistress, about his aacr1leg1-

ous reception of Communion, "It's striking God when he's
down -- in my power. 0

Scobie plans suicide.

The objective Catholic teaching

here is that this sin is the greatest possible act of deapairJ the priests had taught him that 1t· was the unforgivable
ein, the tinal.exprees1on ot an unrepentnnt reoonc111ation to
one's own doom.

Scobie doubts this teaohingJ he mistrusts

those who attempt so finally to make known the mind ot God.
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And he asks God to accept hie suicide, his damnation, in
atonement and eupplication tor the souls he would protect.
Scobie tests his own reaction to the possibility of his au1-

c1de i
O God. give me death before I give them unhappiness • • •
He took a bottle of filtered water out of the ice-box
and dissolved the aspirins • • • The priests told you it
wae the unforgivable sin • • • and of course one accepted the Church's teaching. But they also taught that
God had sometimes broken his own laws, and was 1t more
impossibl~ for him to put out a hand of forgiveness into
the suicidal darkness and chaos than to have woken himself in the tomb, behind a stone' Christ had killed
himself: he had hanged himself on the Cross • • • ss
Scobie eventually follows through w1th the plan to commit suicide.

Theologians and Catholic critics have since

pondered the theoretical fate of Major Scobie.
damnation ie a foregone conclusion.
to argue the point.

For many hie

They see little reason

Others are rash enough to state unequivo-

cally that he was saved.

I

think Greene gives fewest hints

in this novel, very likely owing to the possibility that he
himself is least capable

or

making a judgment.

several important tacta cannot be denied.

Scobie lost

his childhood. innocence, late perhaps. but completely.

He

came fully into the realization of evil in the world, in the

very personal world or hie own soul.

Re achieved a break

with pity which kept him trom God, not God from him.

More-

over, Scobie accepted finally that the world was God's to control or to tolerate, and with a greatly hum.bled spirit he
begged tor human souls.

~1ke

the priest he was willing even
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to offer his own soul for theirs.
The great problem is, or course, the suicide.

Such an

act seems not to be asking God to accept his dmnnat1on, but
to be giving God no choice.
vine

aao~if1ce

To compare it with Christ's di-

on the cross -- how grotesque, how insuffer-

ably vainglorious, or how monumentally stup1d1

these things.)

(~erhapa

all

But Scobie was without divine w1sdomJ he was

without perfect understanding of hie
Scobie will be 001mted guilty.

0\911

weakness.

Objectively,

His confessor offers to

Scobie•s wife an insight we might have expected from the

whisky priestt
"For goodness' sake, Mrs. Scobie, don•t imagine you -or I -- know a thing about God's mercy."
"The Church aaya •• •"
"I know the Church says. The Church knows all the I'Ules.
But it doesn't know what goes on in a single human heart."34

A study of Greene's Sarah Miles reveals taoete of a
completely different personality.

She, 11ke Scobie, attains

a r,reater spirituality, but here is wrought swiftly, some

say melodramatically and therefore implausibly.
sib111 ty

or

The plau-

a character must, 1n the last analysis, be deter-

mined by the individual reader.

What is certain about Sarah

Miles is th1s -- that in all her relationshtps with men and
ultimately with God she demonstrates coneiotently a strange

loyalty that forces her into various stages ot unhappiness.
Her love atfair with God, if we may call it that, brings her
the greatest state of unhappiness she knows in life.

And
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this aspect or Sarah points up another or Greene's theses
which has been considered only implicitly till now.

A pro-

found sp1r1tua11ty 1a not neoessar11y produotive of peace or
temporal happiness, according to Greene; in faot, a deep
spiritual development is almost oertain to bring with it
cares and tensions whioh one could never have experienced
without it.

The reader's early impression of Sarah is greatly different rrom his view

or

her in her final disposition.

\Vhen

The End or the Artair opens, she is fundamentally unoompli-- - oated, seeking directly the exhilaration of carnal pleasures
and lust.

She is strikingly like many of Groeno•a male char-

acters in this.

Extra-marital relations are for her an

escape from the tedium of her own n:arriage to Uenry Miles.
There is an unsophisticated absence of complexity which per-

rn1 ts her a wide range of experiences.

Greene desor1bee her

: '..genuousness through the eyes of her lover, Maurice Bendrixt

Unlike the rest or us she wns unhaunted by guilt. !n her
view, when a thing was done, 1t was done; remorse died
with the act • • • She had no doubts.35
Sarah's t1rat direct confrontation with the possibility
of a God is traumatic, almost superstitious.
rendezvous at his apartment during a blitz.
the building.
killed.

She and Maurice
A bomb strikes

In the con.fusion she thinks Maurice has been

Sarah praysa

Dear God, • • • make me believe.
35araham Greene, !!!!,

1961), PP• 59·60e

I can't believe • • •

!B!1 !J.!. l!l!. Affair (New York,
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Let him be alive, and I will believe •• • I'll give him
up forever, only let h1m~al1ve.36
Sarah was a baptized Catholic, not a believing or practising Catholic, at that time.

Her spiritual state had been

zero; if anything, she had been amoral.

In her prayer it is

as though Sarah tempts God to prove His existence and power.
The prayer 1e tre.gi-com1oally immature.

Finally, she learns

that s. true love of God does not demand conditions or strike
a bargain under the guise of promises.
Sarah's loyalty, a strange species, ia initially to
She vowa not to hurt him.

Henry.

Even though she falls in

lovo with Maurice, Sarah promises to stay with Henry who,
she recognizes, needs her.

In a belated but sincere gesture

of marital loyalty, Sarah breaks off the affair with Maurice.

It is significant that at this point in the story Sarah begins, like Scobie, to take upon herself the sufferings
others.

or

After a conversation with Henry in which she prom-

ises to remain with him, she prays again:
I believe the legend. I believe You were born. You
died for us. I believe You are God. Teach me to love.
r don't mind my pain. It's their pain I can't stand • • •
Dear God if only you could come down from Your cross
for a while and lo.t me get up there instead. If I could
suffer like You, I could heal like You.37

Obviously, this prayer is rendered by one obsessed with
the desire to ameliorate suffering# to correct what is sad in
the world.

Sarah would be GodJ she would be the Saviour of
~6Ib1d., PP• 116-17.
8?l}214., P• 147.

I
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humanity.

Her proud soul is f'ull of poisonous pity that

would recklessly effect a oompassionless world if it could.

Pol' fla:rah pity 1a the thin air one breathes at the summit.
If one remains there, pompously surveying the wretched
depths, this spiritual state is worse than the former.

One

must descend if he is to gain a humble recognition of the
will of God and a simple compassion for his suffering peers.
It is a stage through which she passes.
Sarah loves Maurice.

Her loyalty to him ie to con-

tinue to love him, more than any other man, even if he cannot comprehend the meaning

or

this love, even if he cannot

share her belief that they must remain apart.

In her last

message, a letter to Maurice, Sarah writest

I cnn•t telephone and hear your voioe go queer when I
say I'm not going to come away with you. Because T'm
not going to come away with you, Maurice, dearest
Haurice. I love you and I can•t see you age.in • • •
I've caught belief like a disease. I've fallen into
belief like I tell in love. I.fve never loved before
as I love you, and I never believed in anything before
as I believe now. I'm sure.38
There seems little question about Sarah's last state.
Her will was fused with God's, whatever sufferings came out
'..::f

that.

Perhaps her salvation is implausible, but our pur-

pose is not to criticize Greene as technician and artist.
An awareness

or

evil in the world brought her dramatically

into an awareness of God.

She struggled not

to be discovered

again by God, to ward ott the onslaughts of Bis grace.

Sarah

Miles gains salvation because, like the priest and Scobie,

SBib1d., PP• 101-ea.
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she submits her will and pitifully weak lmderstanding to the
vastness or His wisdom and comprehension.

This 1s the

greateat act ot humility which, !n Greene•s view, seems to
bring with ! t a concurrent compassion for the rest or those
God must have suffer.

This is Sarah's loyalty to Christ.

There is in the works or Graham Greene no other oharao ter like Queary, whose soul ls that of a man who has ex-

hausted himself of spirituality.
A

Burnt-~

Querry, the tragic hero ot

Case, suffers trom a unique spiritual ennui; he

reels neither love nor hate, concern or bitterness.
the last tlicker of pain has died away.

Even

His is the strangest

paradox in Greene's fictionf he seeks pain, would welcome 1t,
if only to confirm to himself that he still possesses the

capacity to suffer.
vation.

That gone, there can be no hope of sal-

A stult1.fy1ng want

or

sensations -- intellectual,

physical, psychological -- deprives him of hope.

We have

previously concluded that a love of God may be an utterly
::.:mely af'tair .for man.

For Querry, though, loneliness is the

abysmal and vapid state of a man helplessly and hopelessly
out ot communication with Gode

Loneliness is the psychic

ennui, the insipid tedium which permits or no oompassion and
which atomizes all that ia evil and all that is good so that
partiolea 1n one's atmosphere are too 1nf1n1tea1mal to cause
~eaction.

Such a spiritual aridity, Greene aeema to imply,

is the most tragic ot all states because it denies not only

the potential ot salvation but even the capacity tor damnation.

Querry oannot oareJ and except tor the intervention ot
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external agents, he has nought to care with.
Querry, a world-renowned architect and builder of great
cathedrals, had drained success of turthor meaning.
tound no satisfaction in greater adulation.

He had experi-

enced physical love beyond the point of saturation.
family was without interest to him.

He had

Even his

A concerned friend ques-

tioned Querry:
"Have yon no children'?"
"I once had, but they disappeared into the world a long
time ago. We haven't kept in touoh. Self•expression
eats the father in you, too.•39
He had lost God, too, and he came to the devastating
conclusion that if there is no God, then whatever a man does
he does for self.gratification.

If there is nothing but to

please oneself, there is no need of people.

This is the

emptiness that loneliness brings.

-A Burnt-Out
- Caso
- is

set in the reeking jungle that

surrounds an African leper colony.

What brings a man to an

outpost so remote and uncivilized?

For the priests and nuns

who operate the hospital, it is the f'ul.fillment of vocation.
For Doctor Colin, the agnostic, it is an area of practice
for a man who feels deeply for simple and suffering humanity.

But tor Querry it 1a merely the literal end

or

a river on

which he had been drifting without purpose or hope.

one

could go no farther, and one had no l'eBson to retrace his
journey.

The leproeerie is doubtless symbolic.

It is the

contaminated repository vhere slow decay and the ebbing ot

p. 41.

39Graham Greene, !

!}urnt-~

2!!!

(New Yol'k, 1962),
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lite are the uppermost faots of reality.

Those who come to

it are those who suffer groteaque mutilationa, and the leproserie 1a the place where the loss of a part of oneself is
tel'rifyingly evident.

It ia the place where those beyond

suffering remain and wait through endlessly monotonous days,
. so diseased that one lives in a stupor, incapable of nc-

•

lmowledging any reeling of the pressure the world might ex-

ert upon one.
The problem of this novel, aside from delineating
Querry's spiritual dilemma, ie to bring him back into contact
with God.

If we tmderetand the mind of Greene, we will rec-

ognize that this oan be aooomplishod only through an immersion in humanity.

Querry had fled Europe, reeling that those

who were giving his work a shallow l1p.aerv1oe were making
stupid demande on his time and talents.

He had been thor-

oughly alienated from continued involvement with people.
The escape from pressures applied by society and the reeling
of utter .futility that had overcome his spirit were hie stated
motives.

When Querry a!'l'ived at the leproserie, he wae able

~ucceesfully

to separate himself from all society.

He had

had a vague fear that even there he would be questioned
that the renown

or

~nd

his reputation would plague him again.

But no one questioned him.

He was allowed to indulge his

lonel1neas, and after a time he began to sense a lessening
or anxieties.

nHe was afraid or the questions they might ask

until he began to realize that • • • they were going to ask
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none of any importanoe.n40
The t1rst 1nd1cat1on or an awareness of others and
their needa waa apparent when, after a month's residence in
the colony, Querry offered to assist the doctor.

A second

and more significant atep toward renewed involvement with
others occurred when he penetrated the jungle 1n see.rah ot
Deo Gratiae, a leper who had strayed trom the leproserie.
Querry oould not account for his own motives, but "Interest
began to move paintnlly in him like a nerve that has been

frozen.

He had lived with inertia so long that he examined

hie 'interest' with clinical detachment."41

To Doctor Colin,

Querry later admitted, "I had an odd feeling that he needed

me."42
There ls no doubt that Querry has regained active interest in himself and h1e fellows when he recognizes in himself the emotion ot tear.

His nature had been for a time

frozen, and the slow process
und

by

or

melting uncovers emotions

qua11t1ea that are aspects of a living man.

v.

The attempt

Ryoker, a taotol'Y owner in the nearby to\Til of Luc, to

publicize Querry•a identity stirs a gnawing rear in his

heart.

He does what he can to confuse accounts and to pre-

serve the interests he has eo recently acquired.
Fear in Querry becomes smothered anger when Rycker,
tor various reasons, tries to identity with him.
40Ib1d., P• 22.
41Ib1d., P• 51.
42Ib1d•• P•

es.

The

officious Rycker forces his attentions on Querry and attempts endlessly to compel Querry to admit higher motivations, to admit in taot that he had fled tame because he is
ascetic.

Rycker would have Querry acknowledge his own

saintliness.

Ryoker's need and motive come quickly into

focus; hie own ego will be flattered if he can form an association with "Querry the humble," Querry who is a saint
and seeking to obscure his greatness.

The tormented

Querry's reaction 1a the honest wrath of a man pushed beyond endurance, but it 1s also proof that he has aesumed
again graces and raulta that are integral parts of a soul
concerned.

There is here a propensity toward revived im•

plication in the world in which he lives.
When Querry•s sympathy for Rycker•e pregnant wife
causes him to take her to the clinic in Luo tor exam1na•
tion, his compassion for this simple girl pleading openly
for his assistance involves him deeply in the Ryckera' problem.

Mario Rycker does not want her husband's child.

She

has only loathing tor him, and she teare the child will

stifle forever what chance she hns of leaving him.

Later,

Ryeker, misunderstanding an entry in his wire•a diary, believes Querry is the rather or the child, and he is prepared
to bring Querry to aocount.

Blinded with rage, the impetu-

ous and irrational Rycker hunts Querry down and murders him.

! Burnt•.Q!!! gas! doea not follow closely the pattern
of Greene's other novels we have considered.

Tho man Querry,

aa his name probably 1mpl1ee, is an 1nd1v1dual searohing tor
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reasons, the reasons for h1a

OlTll

existence and the answers

to ultimate questions.

Unbelieving, Querry 1a driven to

search.

or

The acoeptanoe

God, the credibility

or

the

".Christian myth•" the worth of his own soul all elude him.
The final disposition

or

this oharaoter poaee our most pro-

found problem.

If we are careful not to make unwarranted 1nfe:raences
and it we ana1yze carefully Quorry•s spiritual development
(tor it most assuredly is that), we likely will detel"mine
that Greene has not treated this character in a manner ve17
different from his other major characters.
aavedJ some or them are damned.

Some of them are

The lots of Scobie and

Querry are most enigmatic.
Querry•s spiritual emptiness 1e a subtle form of pride.
An indifference to his own existence and a grudging reluctance to accept the concept of God are important facets of
his state

or

mind.

It is through an interaction with the

missionaries, the suffering lepers, and the euperc111oua

.

Rycker that ha finally begins to realize the importance of
God to others.

Greene's critics have often charged that his denoue?::e::-itiS are too m.elodramat1o, that his ohal'acters are awayed

to one extreme or the other through outlandish and 1mplaue 1ble d1aplaya ot emotion.

It it 1D ever a valid or1t1ciom

-

-

of his work, surely Greene is free of it in A Burnt-Out
Caae.

In this novel the author only hints at changes in the

spiritual attitude of his heroJ any changes are subtle, to

·" I
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the extent in ract that Querry may be wrongly considered a
static character.

Yet the hints can reveal a definite

spiritual progress.

Pride in independence

or

God and man is

gradually broken down and replaced by a feeling of his own
unworthiness, an attitude indicative of hunility.

Near the

end, when the wild Rycker accosted him earoastically as

"!!!!

Querry," he replied:
nr don't make any claims to oner an immortal soul] •
You can be God's important man, '"kycker, for all I
care. I'm not the Querry to anyone but you. Certainly not to myeelt.n43

At the end his awareness of others, their needs and
their weaknesses, is only in the 1n1t1al etagea of develop•
ment.

Querry is never out-go1ng or hail-fellow well-met.

An assumption based on the Greene thesis, however, will lend
us to conclude that had he boen given the opporttm.ity to react longer to external stimuli and had the obvious developt
~

ment been allowed to continue, Querry would llllquestionably
have oome to that compassionate attitude that so marks other
subjects of our discussion.
for Scobie.

A priest was the last to speak

The Superior at the leproeerie, interestingly,

makes this comment to the doctor after Querry•e murder:

we

all analyse motives too much • • • You remember what
Pascal said, that a man who starts looking tor God has
already .found him. The same may be true or love -when we look for it, perhaps we have already tound it.44
Greene baa commented in a number of places that worla)y
43lb1d., P• 192.
44Ib1d., P• 195•
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aucoess is that which 1s most likely to cause one's spiritual
downfall.

It is only too apparent that it was J11st that

which helped to wreck Querry.

This fact is germane, howevert

Querry rejected his own success.

In a way it was the repudia-

tion of the evil of which he had become aware.

Yfl.len he had

rid him.self of e.11 the reminders of his worldly glory, there
was room in his mind for the troubles of others.
to be the only way to make room for God.

It aeems

CHAPTER IV
A NEW IMSIGHT INTO AN ETER?-!AL DILEMMA

One who undertakes to evaluate Graham Greene the writer
must .assume certain risks which eternally plague the cr1 tic.
An analysis of Greene 1a a probing of greatness.

And one 1s

hard put, challenged indeed, to define the qualities of the
superlative.

There can, of course, be no serious question

about the impact and

appeal of his wr1 tings.

comp.~lling

He

is universally acclaimed among the truly brilliant and profound authurs of the twentieth century.

What is more, there

is an appeal so fundamental in Groene' a fiction that the result is an international popularity.

Many writers have been

accorded wide followings while they lived.

Few ever come to

know that the world acknowledges a capacity of greatness 1n
them.
·~

Mr. Greene must be aware that as an artist he is held

all quarters 1n the highest regard.
Part

work

or

or

our purpose 1n this thesis is to evaluate the

Greene ae a Catholio.

The discussion 1nterm1ttently

has credited him with the noble capacity to drive others to
a defense of their views and therefore to n more thought.ful
examination of them.

Thanke to its vitality Greene's fic-

tion is oapable, too, of calling forth a greater respect for
all humanity and a deeper appreciation for the need of compassion.
58
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In this brief and t1nal commentary we do not eat for
ourselves the unlikely task of describing the countless
skills or Greene•e art or the various faoets or hie personality that may assist his greatness.

Rather, let us turn

attention innnediately to the most important aspect of his
productions -- the great effect of his work.

Graham Greene

gives us much, but far more significant than any other is
the insight he affords us into the problem of salvation.
is his chief purpose.

It

Salvation is the problem of moat men

who believe in a life after death, and it 1e doubtless Greene's
unyielding commitment to this reality in fiction that accounts
largely tor his world-wide audience.
Exactly what is unique 1n his view?
number

or

A considerable

writers have been primarily concerned about the

struggle between good and evil for the soul of mana Oath·~·
.~--

·I
{
1

olics -- Dante Alighieri, Mauriac, Bernanos, PasoalJ nonCnthol1os -- Bunyan, Hawthorne, John Donne, Henry James.

'•

111:

,,.\

'

!1

:)f"ten, the dynamics of good or the power of God ia represented by some force, usually symbolic, 1n fiction.
It is Greene's belief that there cannot be a substitute tor Go4.

It is the treatment of this concept 1n his

fiction whiah is unique.

Could any character be as com-

pelling as the suttering Christ?
characterized 1n oreene•a novels.

Christ the Redeemer 1s
If the reader will bear a

further explanation, he will be able to evaluate the proof

or

that statement.
It 1e a tenet in Catholic theology that the suffering
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taithf'ul are a living part or Christ's Mystical Body.

They

are the Church militant, and they share this holy union as
eompletely as any soul that has been judged and not damned.
The dogma or the Mystical Body is not to be considered allegorically or symbolically by Catholics.

st. Paul's allu-

sion to Christ as the Vine and the faithful as the branches
is not oonaidered mere analogy.

It ia a tact or Catholicism.

Mr. Greene is wholly in accord with this teaching.
When tho whisky priest ministers to the wretched and the

vile, he interacts with Christ.

Rose's effort to comfort the

tormented Pinkie 1s a working of Christ's compassion on the
woeful and faithless committed to evil.
H1mselt Who said,

8

Was it not Christ

Amen I say to you, as long as you did it

for one of these, the least or my brethren, you did 1t for
me",t45

such a statement implies the presence of Christ among

the htnnble.

It 1e not to overstate the point to say that

whatever expression there 1e of compassion, there is to that
extent the presence of the compassionate Christ in the narra'··! ve.

It is not symbolism.

To the extent that Greene' a fic-

tion represents reality and to the degree that compassion
neutralizes sutfering and that love ware with evil, Christ
is characterised.

Sarah's willingness to love Maurice and

to prove it by keeping from him is a marvelous acceptance of
Chriat•s point ot view -

that profound love must often stand

aside to allow pain to ofteot 1ta good.

'l'he awtul misery

4511atthew 25140.

.I
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endured by individuals is the unceasing suffering of Christ's
Body and a continuation of the sacrifice of Calvary.
Although Greene's characterizations and pl-0ts may be
ramified and grave 1 the essentials of his thesis are relatively easy to state.
living in a vacuum.

Salvation cannot be wrought by man
The exhausted Querry had least oppor-

tunity for salvation when he had no feeling for other souls.
The individual must be in the world 1 and realistic involvement with the world presupposes a knowledge of evil.
knowledge, however 1 is insufficient.

Mere

The despairing Pinkie

cannot expect salvation, for he was never concerned enough
to hope for others.

Man cannot solve his own problem or

the problems of others.

He will, if well disposed, humbly

commiserate with those who suffer like him.

But he will

leave final judgments and dispositions to the will of God.
Even so, in the perspective of justice, he finds it impossible to be disdainful of proud men, because he sees himself
least worthy of love and most unlikely to receive salvation.
While there is a powerful and unique quality to Greene's
fiction, there is also a magnificent grasp of traditional
Catholic thought.

For example, the necessity of an awareness

of evil is hardly new with Greene.

Six hundred years ago

the greatest of all Catholic writers painted a graphic and
awful picture of evil in the Inferno.

Obviously, the

Florentine poet considered that such a knowledge was requiai te for the soul seeking to be united with God.
Perhaps it is valid to draw a parallel between Dante's
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Plan or the Divine Comedy and Greene's concept of spiritual
metamorphosis.

The awareness of evil oan easily be oompa~ed

to the journey through the valley of darkness and the experience of hell.
8 P1ritual

Awakening to the fact of one's own and others•

helplessness is very like the mount of aacent on

which one comes closer to God only through pain and purga..

tion.

The Greene character who is prepared to aocept God's

Wise and just· tolerance of evil 1s the character who has made

the noblest preparation to experience the Beatific Vision.
Far surpassing all other faculties and capabilities
for salvation in the view of Graham Greene is man's willing
interaction with the Mystical Body

or

Christ.

This tact

implies a willing involvement in and an onerous oonoorn for
a~l

who surfer, tor suffering is the only common bond one

haa with all others.
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